ORGANIZATION’S PRESENCE IN KP

100K households
600K Beneficiaries Received Food Assistance
28K households
182K Beneficiaries Received Livelihood Assistance

FLOOD RESPONSE PLAN, 2022

269.4M Funding Required
4M People Targeted

Above funding requirement is for Food Security and Agriculture WG for provision of Food/Cash and to protect Livestock

ACTIVITY-WISE BENEFICIARIES

Crop inputs (seeds, fertilizer) distribution
In-kind relief food distribution
Cash grant (conditional/unconditional)
Vaccination/deworming of livestock

Flood Response Dashboard, 2022
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, 27 October, 2022
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Disclaimer: The boundaries and names shown and the designations used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations. Dotted line represents approximately the Line of Control in Jammu and Kashmir agreed upon by India and Pakistan. The final status of Jammu and Kashmir has not yet been agreed upon by the parties
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